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Background and objective

With globalization, businesses are expanding their operations to different parts of the world, and it is becoming increasingly important to communicate with customers in their native 
language. While English is broadly viewed as the lingua franca of business, global companies are able to expand their market reach effectively to different countries by operating in 
different languages. Over the past decade, the demand for speakers of European languages has increased manifold; and while nearshore European countries can be leveraged for 
services delivery, there can be some potential business tradeoffs (e.g., higher cost of operations). Today, European language speakers are globally spread and, hence, organizations 
need not limit themselves to just Europe for services delivery in European languages.

This Everest Group handbook supports organizations in their efforts to identify the right locations for delivering services in European languages. It highlights the relative 
attractiveness of key global locations, based on a holistic and multi-faceted assessment. At an overall level, this handbook covers the languages delivery attractiveness 
assessed on the following parameters:

Language scalability potential Language proficiency Salary premium over English Proportion of locals vs. expats Operating and business 
environment

1 2 3 4 5
Parameters considered for assessment of 
overall language-location attractiveness
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Assessment framework (page 1 of 2)
This handbook assesses the attractiveness of key locations for language-based services delivery

 Language scalability potential: reflects the potential number of global services professionals that can be hired over the next 12 months across all levels of seniority (in a typical delivery 
pyramid), on a market average basis, with a steady state market scenario and on the condition that other organizations are not starting to hire very aggressively in the local market
– Actual numbers may vary based on company-specific factors such as brand positioning, attrition, salaries offered, career growth practices, and other policies
– Estimates provided correspond to those at an overall global services level and not specific to any service line / industry; requirement of technical/functional skills with language skills will 

decrease scalability
 Language proficiency: ability of global services professionals in a country to use and understand a language at a certain level/degree. We rate the proficiency at the levels mentioned below:

Delivery language – levels of proficiency Comments

A
Basic user

A1 Beginner  Understand and use familiar, day-to-day expressions
 Interact, provided others speak slowly and clearly

A2 Elementary  Understand sentences and frequently used expressions (e.g., personal or family introductions, shopping)
 Use simple words/phrases to explain his/her background

B
Independent user

B1 Intermediate  Stronger understanding, can respond to standard scenarios encountered at work
 Emerging ability to convey domain-specific information

B2 Upper-intermediate  Can understand complex/domain-intensive information in the field of specialization
 Can interact with a good degree of fluency and spontaneity

C
Proficient user

C1 Advanced  Can communicate fluently and spontaneously
 Use language flexibly and effectively for professional or social purposes

C2 Proficient  Can understand and summarize information from both written and spoken sources, reconstruct arguments, etc.
 Coherent presentation of domain knowledge
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Assessment framework (page 2 of 2)
This handbook assesses the attractiveness of key locations for language-based services delivery

 Salary premium over English language: corresponds to typical market average salary premiums for supporting global services delivery in a non-native language – these premiums are 
applied over and above the English language delivery. Company-specific salary premiums may vary 

 Proportion of locals vs. expats: mix of locals and expats supporting global services delivery in a specific language
 Operating and business environment: includes assessment of the broader set of external factors and conditions that directly or indirectly impacts the day-to-day operations or overall 

performance and strategy of a business or organization
– Operating environment: favorability of drivers impacting the global services enabling ecosystem:2

 General infrastructure: availability of basic infrastructure needed to support business operations; based on factors such as availability and transparency of real estate, ease of connectivity, 
and availability of utilities

 Ease of remote working: current status of digital readiness, IT penetration, availability of co-working spaces, and innovation potential to scale services
 Safety and security: susceptibility to natural disasters and business cost of crime and violence
 Quality of life: ability to access favorable healthcare facilities, education system, and environment

– Business environment: favorability of business-related considerations essential to support growth in the global services arena:
 Macroeconomic stability: risks affecting the country’s stability such as macroeconomic risks, financial risks, and country-credit risks
 Geopolitical stability: risks affecting the country’s stability such as external interventions and political risks
 Regulatory environment and ease of doing business: legal and regulatory hurdles to business operations 
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Scope and coverage

Eight European languages…

…across 23 countries have been assessed in detail

North America Asia Pacific Latin America

Romania

Hungary Portugal

Scotland

Ireland

Spain

Greece

Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) Western Europe

Egypt

Latin America (LATAM) Middle East and Africa (MEA) Asia Pacific (APAC)

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Dutch French German Italian Polish Portuguese Russian Spanish

Morocco
Colombia

Costa Rica

Argentina

Mexico

Malaysia

Philippines

India

Vietnam

Poland Turkey

Bulgaria Lithuania
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This handbook assesses eight European languages across 23 locations in Europe, Asia, 
Middle East and Africa (MEA), and Latin America

German language assessment: Key cities, scalability potential and proficiency Salary premium, locals vs. expats ratio, and business operating environment

Location
Salary premium 

(% over English language) Locals vs. expats
Business and operating 

environment

CEE

Bulgaria 20-30

Czech Republic 15-25

Greece 25-35

Hungary 15-25

Lithuania 10-20

Poland 15-25

Romania 20-30

Slovakia 15-25

Turkey 40-50

Western Europe

Ireland 20-30

Scotland 25-35

Spain 25-35

Portugal 30-40

Latin America

Argentina 35-45

Costa Rica 35-45

Mexico 30-40

Colombia 40-50

MEA
Egypt 30-40

Morocco >50

APAC

India >50

Malaysia >50

Vietnam >50

Philippines >50

Mostly locals Mostly expats

Favorable, with some concerns Significant challengesHighly favorable
Low
Moderate
High

Language proficiency
Low availability (<20 FTEs)
Medium availability (50-100 FTEs)
High availability (>150 FTEs)

Annual language scalability

Native

Location Key cities Scalability Proficiency

CEE

Bulgaria Sofia

Czech Republic Prague, Brno

Greece Athens

Hungary Budapest

Lithuania Vilnius

Poland Warsaw, Wroclaw

Romania Bucharest, Timisoara

Slovakia Bratislava

Turkey Istanbul

Western Europe

Ireland Dublin, Cork

Scotland Edinburgh, Glasgow

Spain Madrid, Barcelona

Portugal Lisbon, Porto

Latin America

Argentina Buenos Aires

Costa Rica San Jose

Mexico Mexico City

Colombia Bogota

MEA
Egypt Cairo

Morocco Casablanca

APAC

India Tier-1 cities

Malaysia Kuala Lumpur

Vietnam Ho Chi Minh City

Philippines Metro Manila
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Research calendar
Locations Insider™

PlannedPublished Current release

Reports title Release date

Location Spotlight – Scotland September 2022

Location Spotlight – Barcelona, Spain October 2022

India’s Services Delivery Overview – Tier-1 Hubs Continue to Grow, Tier-2/3 Speeding Up November 2022

Location Spotlight – Puerto Rico November 2022

The Most In-demand Metaverse Skills in the US November 2022

The War for Talent in Data, Analytics, and AI (DAAI): Finding the Ideal Operating Model for Organizations November 2022

Location Spotlight – Munich, Germany December 2022

Global Locations State of the Market 2022: Talent Drives Locations Strategies | Key Trends Shaping the Landscape December 2022

Location Spotlight – Greece January 2023

Wrapped 2022, Unwrapping 2023 January 2023

Location Spotlight – Fukuoka, Japan January 2023

A World of Words: Examining the Spread of European Languages Across the Globe March 2023

Location Spotlight – Brazil Q1 2023

Location Spotlight – Singapore Q1 2023

Global Locations Sate of the Market – Risk Radar Q1 2023

Note: Click to see a list of all of our published Locations Insider™ reports

https://www2.everestgrp.com/reports?Cat0=838
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Everest Group is a leading research firm helping business leaders make confident decisions. We guide clients through 
today’s market challenges and strengthen their strategies by applying contextualized problem-solving to their unique 
situations. This drives maximized operational and financial performance and transformative experiences. Our deep 
expertise and tenacious research focused on technology, business processes, and engineering through the lenses of 
talent, sustainability, and sourcing delivers precise and action-oriented guidance. Find further details and in-depth content 
at www.everestgrp.com.

NOTICE AND DISCLAIMERS
IMPORTANT INFORMATION. PLEASE REVIEW THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY AND IN ITS ENTIRETY. 
THROUGH YOUR ACCESS, YOU AGREE TO EVEREST GROUP’S TERMS OF USE. 
Everest Group’s Terms of Use, available at www.everestgrp.com/terms-of-use/, is hereby incorporated by 
reference as if fully reproduced herein. Parts of these terms are pasted below for convenience; please refer 
to the link above for the full version of the Terms of Use. 
Everest Group is not registered as an investment adviser or research analyst with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), or any state or foreign securities 
regulatory authority. For the avoidance of doubt, Everest Group is not providing any advice concerning securities 
as defined by the law or any regulatory entity or an analysis of equity securities as defined by the law or any 
regulatory entity. 
All Everest Group Products and/or Services are for informational purposes only and are provided “as is” without 
any warranty of any kind. You understand and expressly agree that you assume the entire risk as to your use 
and any reliance upon any Product or Service. Everest Group is not a legal, tax, financial, or investment advisor, 
and nothing provided by Everest Group is legal, tax, financial, or investment advice. Nothing Everest Group 
provides is an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any securities or instruments from any entity. 
Nothing from Everest Group may be used or relied upon in evaluating the merits of any investment. Do not base 
any investment decisions, in whole or part, on anything provided by Everest Group. 
Products and/or Services represent research opinions or viewpoints, not representations or statements of fact. 
Accessing, using, or receiving a grant of access to an Everest Group Product and/or Service does not constitute 
any recommendation by Everest Group that recipient (1) take any action or refrain from taking any action or 
(2) enter into a particular transaction. Nothing from Everest Group will be relied upon or interpreted as a promise 
or representation as to past, present, or future performance of a business or a market. The information contained 
in any Everest Group Product and/or Service is as of the date prepared, and Everest Group has no duty or 
obligation to update or revise the information or documentation. Everest Group may have obtained information 
that appears in its Products and/or Services from the parties mentioned therein, public sources, or third-party 
sources, including information related to financials, estimates, and/or forecasts. Everest Group has not audited 
such information and assumes no responsibility for independently verifying such information as Everest Group 
has relied on such information being complete and accurate in all respects. Note, companies mentioned in 
Products and/or Services may be customers of Everest Group or have interacted with Everest Group in some 
other way, including, without limitation, participating in Everest Group research activities.
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